
Item no.: 389767

SWM8X1000P2S - Ind.Sw. L2 8xGbE (PoE) 2xSFP Without PSU

from 565,01 EUR
Item no.: 389767

shipping weight: 0.80 kg
Manufacturer: Televes

Product Description
Industrial Layer 2+ switch*, with 8 PoE+ Gigabit Ethernet ports with up to 1 Gbit/s and 2 SFP ports. The high-performance switch with state-of-the-art technology is specially
designed for use in difficult environments with extreme temperatures that require highly secure industrial Ethernet connections. The robust IP40 aluminium alloy housing makes this
device ideal for use in critical and adverse conditions.Its powerful features include a protection mechanism against the loss of data packets, which enables rapid recovery after
failures, as well as traffic shaping with the Layer 2 QoS function.The device has a metal spring for mounting on a DIN rail. It can also be installed in a control cabinet.Highlights-
Suitable for industrial environments: Thanks to its aluminium housing, it offers high power dissipation in extreme temperature fluctuations as well as high vibration and shock
resistance. In addition, its hermetic design protects it from dust and external particles- Compatible with the PoE (Power over Ethernet) standard IEEE 802af/at, which can provide a
maximum power of up to 30 W per connection- IP40 protection, industrial fanless heat dissipation- Lightning protection level of 6 KV- Aluminium alloy housing, which is
characterised by great robustness- Wide operating temperature range: from -40°C to +75°C- Standard DIN rail mounting- Includes IPv6, SNMP, ACL, multicast, DHCP, QoS
(Quality of Service), VLAN support, IGMP support and ring protection functions- Average operating time between failures exceeds 800.000 hours- Support of Gigabit SFPs with Art.
No. EKASFP2F, EKA2SFP1F or SFPMM- Up to 4,000 configurable VLANs- Private VLAN- For up to 8,000 MAC addresses- Supports up to 9,000 jumbo frames- LED power
indicators for the device- Compact housing- Built-in redundant DC 48~55 V industrial power input
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